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Abstract
The massive industrial adoption of cloud technology has led to research into cloud-
enabling traditional applications. The EMD research project proposes an elastic, 
reliable, and secure cloud-enabled Audio and Video (A/V) collaboration platform 
in replacement of a reliable hardware appliance based which had fixed constraints 
in terms of scalability. In this context, this article introduces heuristics and architec-
tures that efficiently and preemptively allocate EMD’s A/V encrypted and container-
based software components in the cloud. A software solution based on Kubernetes, 
a production-grade container orchestration platform, is compared with another solu-
tion focused on dedicated VMs. Both implement resource allocation heuristics that 
take into account the project’s requirements and location-aware encryption enforce-
ment necessities: encryption is enforced for more sensitive data. A company train-
ing scenario with dynamically distributed instructors is modelled using existing A/V 
stream concepts, and component prototypes are extended to support encryption and 
containerisation, whose prototype performance evaluation drives the investigation 
of heuristics and architectures and feeds their larger-scale simulation-based assess-
ment. Results show that container orchestration costs are at least 52% lower than 
dedicated VMs for this scenario, but rely on relaxing a project requirement: the time 
taken to establish a new streaming session was to be kept below 2 s. The switch to 
orchestrated containers raised this up to a maximum of 2.5 s.
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1 Introduction

Cloud hosting models offer advantages such as flexibility and global distribution, 
with the ability to rapidly scale to massive amounts of users. The maturity of this 
model brings research efforts focused on the conversion of traditional solutions 
to this new paradigm. One example of collaboration handled by the platform is 
depicted in Fig. 1. Multiple bi-directional streaming flows carry course presentation 
A/V data in a one-to-many fashion, from an instructor endpoint to a select group 
of attendees’ endpoints (flows are represented by black arrows). Attendees’ camera 
images are also sent to the instructor (red arrows), enabling interaction.

Endpoints with distinct stream processing capabilities can join the session 
(e.g.,: one endpoint can have the processing capacity to source/receive up to 720 p 
encrypted A/V streams, others may handle up to 480 p or 1080 p without encryp-
tion). Public and private networks are utilised, raising additional security risks, and 
security zones (safe zones, unsafe zones) are defined to drive location-aware encryp-
tion policy decisions. Additionally, too long waiting times can harm the user experi-
ence (i.e., the delay between attempting to establish a connection and seeing the first 
A/V content). The EMD research project, through discussions held with industry 
partners that developed the hardware-based solution, proposed a deadline of 2 s for 
joining a software-based A/V collaboration.

Supporting the collaboration session, platform software components (represented 
by the squares in Fig.  1) are allocated in distributed data centres and process the 
A/V data, adapting it to endpoint’s capabilities and platform needs (e.g., content 
delivery in time; distribution of video sources in a one-to-many fashion; transfor-
mation of A/V data’s compression standards, codecs and resolutions; encryption of 
data streams).

Project requirements include heuristics for efficient resource allocation under a 
controlled budget (with a flexible budget that must be kept in check to guarantee 
viability of the solution). Previous work analysed similar scenario and require-
ments, with the use of A/V collaboration in an educational setting, and proposed 

Fig. 1  Example of collaboration scenario studied in this article: one instructor sends his A/V streaming 
data to multiple attendees, which may return their camera’s images to the instructor. Users are positioned 
inside or outside pre-defined safe zones, and platform components process the data in order to encrypt it 
or adapt it to user endpoint’s capabilities
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a stream model and budget-oriented resource allocation algorithms  [1]. The col-
laboration was supported by platform components dynamically configured and 
deployed in VMs. However, encryption policies were not enforced. This initial 
research also focused on dedicated VMs when hosting platform components (i.e., 
one software component per VM), which required a high number of VMs to fit 
the varied A/V component set it utilised, significantly increasing VM costs.

In this article, we propose a streaming model and resource allocation heuristics 
that enforce encryption policies and intelligently and preemptively allocate orches-
trated container-based platform components over distributed cloud data centres, 
under strict project requirements, while keeping budget in check. Two solutions are 
investigated: one based on dedicated VMs, with one A/V streaming component run-
ning per VM; and another based on containers orchestrated by Kubernetes  [2], a 
production-grade container orchestration solution. In our solution, Kubernetes nodes 
run on top of VMs, resulting in multiple containerised A/V components running per 
node, and consequently per VM. While the solutions that dedicate VMs utilises a 
varied set of predefined VMs, the smaller set of VM necessary when orchestrating 
containers improves resource usage and costs. They are evaluated using an extended 
version of our CloudSim simulation framework. To support this research and the 
proposed simulation-based evaluation methodology, streaming software components 
are prototyped and ported to run in Docker [3] containers, and evaluated using the 
Virtual Wall  [4] test bed. Results provide statistics w.r.t. resource usage, process-
ing delay, and containerisation and orchestration overhead, feeding our simulation 
framework with a more realistic dataset.

This article is structured as follows. First, related work is analysed in Sect. 2. 
Then, the streaming model and project requirements are presented (in Sect.  3). 
Section  4 details the proposed software architectures. The heuristics that intel-
ligently allocate platform components are listed in Sect.  5. Sections  6 and 7 
describe the results obtained from component prototyping and large scale sce-
nario simulations, respectively. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes the article by present-
ing our final considerations and potential future research avenues.

2  Related Work

The studied scenario comprises collaboration sessions with instructors and attend-
ees dynamically and geographically placed in different locations. Collaboration data 
flows in a one-to-many fashion and platform encryption-enabled components are 
distributed among the cloud data centres to support them. Component placement 
allocation heuristics are proposed to decide where software needs to be allocated 
among distributed cloud data centres, and these heuristics are implemented by two 
proposed software solutions, one based on dedicated VMs and another that orches-
trates containers. Such solutions, described in the next sections, are proposed based 
on a data set obtained from component prototyping, which seeds our simulation 
framework when evaluating larger collaboration scenarios.
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2.1  Location‑Aware Security Policies

Cloud computing and mobility brings security concerns depending on where 
data is transmitted (e.g. external or public infrastructures). Several security inci-
dents reinforce these concerns  [5–9]. To counter this problem, several studies 
take location into account when proposing security solutions. Encryption and 
access-control services were proposed to tackle location-based security deci-
sions  [10–12]. However, they do not tackle the placement of security-enabled 
streaming components based on A/V data location and specific associated risks. 
In this article, we propose the enforcement of end-to-end encryption mechanisms 
in the application layer based on where (in the network) the data flows. Other 
analysis and mitigation approaches can be valid when targeting risk reduction. 
Researchers aim to protect user data by enforcing encryption on web services 
and streaming  [13, 14] or to detect new vulnerabilities and improve protection 
mechanisms [15]. This article does not focus on advancing the state-of-the-art in 
secure data transmission but on the intelligent placement of components that use 
state-of-the-art encryption mechanisms in the cloud.

2.2  Cloud Resource Allocation

Many efforts have focused on cloud resource allocation [16–20]. However, they 
did not take into account the location of endpoints. This article studies endpoints 
placed outside the cloud data centres and connected by public/private networks 
(e.g., mobile or home users), and the way they reach the platform components 
allocated in the data centres is a primary issue.

Another important point is the placement of the collaboration platform’s com-
ponents. Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)  [21] offers complex network 
services by allocating, configuring, and chaining network functions  [22, 23]. 
However, NFV-based management systems focus on generic network functions 
for a single federation. Our approach focuses on A/V specialised components 
composing workflows and crossing many federations (e.g., a stream originated 
by a presenter in one location can be sequentially processed in two additional 
locations (data centres A and B), and then be delivered to an endpoint in a fourth 
location).

With low-overhead containers advancing on the replacement of VMs in many 
cases, orchestration platforms need intelligent heuristics to distribute them 
among their work nodes efficiently. Kubernetes implement heuristics to allocate 
pods under strict node capacity checks [24]. However, this article proposes the 
pre-allocation of stand-by pods, with requirements not yet configured at the time 
of pod creation and replication (container allocation algorithms configure them 
after choosing to host components). When allocating a platform component, the 
proposed container allocation algorithms implement bin-packing [25] heuristics 
to efficiently organise and choose pre-loaded pods.
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2.3  Cloud‑Based A/V Services Allocation

Adaptive and Dynamic Scaling Mechanism (ADS) is a scalable and elastic solu-
tion that targets smaller scenarios (i.e., distance learning) to large ones (i.e., Mas-
sively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) platforms)  [26]. Optimised media 
service scheduling algorithms were proposed  [27] to provide acceptable user 
experience under low waiting times. However, these efforts do not handle special-
ised A/V components. Approaches focused on the EMD research project’s profes-
sional A/V collaboration needs have been proposed, with similar scenario, com-
ponents, models and concepts [28], preemptive VM management techniques [29], 
and more complex component workflows [1, 30, 31]. However, these efforts did 
not consider data protection or containerisation.

2.4  Security‑Enabled A/V Streaming Components

This article includes encryption to understand the resource usage impact for pro-
fessional A/V collaboration solutions. Several options are available for stream-
ing encryption. Considering Real Time Protocol (RTP) streaming sessions, some 
approaches can be adopted as protection: RTP over Real Time Protocol (TLS), 
RTP over Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS), Secure Real-time Trans-
port Protocol over Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS-SRTP), Internet 
Protocol security (IPSEC) tunnels, among others [32]. WebRTC [13] is a widely 
adopted standard, an architecture that enables secure A/V conferencing over the 
Internet, and implements DTLS-SRTP to protect the data between pairs of end-
points when necessary. However, WebRTC is initially designed for one-to-one 
communication, and more efficient one-to-many features must be built to reach 
multiple users and avoid complex/costly mesh networks  [33]. This article focus 
on a A/V collaboration platform for multiple endpoints, streaming UDP data in 
a one-to-many fashion. Therefore, we focus on DTLS-SRTP to build secure A/V 
streaming components and provide a flexible model integrating these necessities.

3  A/V Collaboration Requirements and Concepts

This section presents A/V stream concepts, platform software components, and 
project requirements used to model software architectures and service-to-resource 
provisioning heuristics proposed in this article.

3.1  EMD Project Requirements

The first requirement is the time required to start a new streaming transmission 
(or the time for a user to join an existing collaboration session). A long waiting 
time can jeopardise the user experience, and initially we parameterized this as a 2 
s deadline.
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A second requirement is the secure transmission of sensitive data, as the estab-
lishment of remote A/V collaboration sessions over public/private networks raises 
security risks. We propose the enforcement of location-aware encryption policies 
depending on how critical the transmitted content is.

Finally, the platform is designed to run on Infrastructure-as-a-Service clouds 
(IaaS), with software components hosted by dedicated VMs or by containers run-
ning on them. Therefore, a software solution is necessary, and A/V streaming flows 
and A/V software must be modelled. Additionally, imposed cloud costs are critical 
to the economic viability of the proposed platform and must be kept in check, and 
intelligent heuristics must manage resources efficiently.

3.2  Stream Data Concepts

Video codecs employ compression/decompression algorithms that implement video 
standards e.g., h.264 AVC, h.265 HVEC and raw (for non-encoded data). Data for-
mat is the combination of a codec, an encryption function and a video resolution 
[e.g., 1920 × 1080 (1080 p), 1280 × 720 (720p)]. The encryption function repre-
sents the encryption algorithms applied after encoding the content [e.g., AES, 
3DES, plain (absence of encryption)].

The A/V content is standardised and prepared by codecs and data formats to be 
transmitted and displayed. The content, when combined with a data format, com-
poses a stream data. Therefore, Kd is the stream data representation of a sourced 
content K using the data format d. Additionally, multiple endpoints can dynamically 
join or leave the streaming session and request the same content. While the content 
is produced by only one endpoint, it can be distributed in a one-to-many fashion by 
dynamically allocated specialised A/V components, and delivered to multiple end-
points. As multiple stream sessions can occur in parallel, the set of interconnected 
A/V components that process or transform all content handled by the platform is 
called stream workflow, a dynamic structure that changes on demand. The compo-
nents that compose stream workflows are described next.

3.3  Collaborative Streaming Workflow Components

Platform software components have specific functionalities. They receive a set of 
stream data flows as input, process them according to their functional intent, and 
provide a resulting stream data set as output. A component is represented as CI,O,� , 
being I the input data stream set, O the output data stream set and � the internal pro-
cessing function. For instance, transcoding is the conversion of content from one 
data format to another. Therefore, a resolution transcoder T{C1080p},{C720p},�

 receives 
content C encoded in 1080 p and converts it to 720 p by using the conversion func-
tion � . Figure  2 depicts the stream components used in this article, which are 
described below.

Five components are defined: tee, encoder, decoder, transcoder and compositor. 
Encoders convert raw streaming data formats into compressed/encrypted formats, 
while decoders convert compressed/encrypted data formats to raw. Transcoders 
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implement the transformation between two data formats by changing codec, reso-
lution, or encryption mode. A tee receives a stream data flow and distributes it in 
a one-to-many fashion. Tees are internally composed of a core A/V video splitter 
(able to receive raw data and replicate it to multiple outputs) and multiple transcod-
ers attached to input and outputs. These transcoders enable the possibility of distinct 
data formats for input and outputs. Otherwise, a tee would handle only one data 
format. Finally, compositors receive multiple inputs, using distinct data formats, and 
generate new video-in-video content based on the received inputs. They are inter-
nally composed of multiple decoders (one per input) and a core mixer, which pro-
cesses the video-in-video composition.

We are investigating a solution for large dynamic A/V collaborations, where it 
can be beneficial to show the streams of multiple participants at once. Highly con-
figurable endpoints are expected to flexibly compose video-in-video (sometimes also 
called picture-in-picture) outputs under user control. For instance, the endpoints can 
display multiple combined inputs on multiple screens, and the inputs can be resized, 
omitted, and overlapped. This flexible video-in-video composition is performed by 
compositor’s internal mixers. Considering that client endpoints are not allocated 
using cloud resources (instead, they run on the client machine), and the complexity 
of designing these flexible endpoints, this article focus on the component chains up 
to the decoders, leaving the mixer/endpoint design out of scope.

3.4  Stream Workflow Composition

When starting new A/V data transmissions, components are instantiated and inter-
connected by the platform, forming component chains. To connect two components 
X and Y, an output from X must be connected to an input of Y, and both must utilise 

Fig. 2  Components used to model A/V stream workflows. Tees, encoders, decoders, transcoders and 
compositors are depicted with examples of inputs/outputs

Fig. 3  Two distinct A/V sources A and B are streamed, being split by tees and transmitted over different 
paths. Transcoders process the data on the way, while decoders and compositors prepare video-in-video 
outputs to be displayed on screens
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the same data format. Figure  3 depicts a workflow example. Encoders, decoders, 
tees, compositors, and transcoders are chained to transmit two contents (A and B) 
and display them on two screens.

4  Design of Container‑Based Media Collaboration Architecture

This section describes the research on a software solution able to manage the 
required cloud infrastructure, with modular resource allocation heuristics deciding 
on component-to-resource provisioning of the collaboration platform’s A/V stream-
ing components.

4.1  Orchestration Model Investigation

Three distinct scenarios were investigated, prototyped, and evaluated on support of 
architecture design decisions: dedicated VMs, with A/V software components run-
ning in dedicated VMs; unorchestrated containers, with A/V software components 
running in non-orchestrated containers; and orchestrated containers, with A/V soft-
ware components running in containers managed by a Kubernetes container orches-
tration platform.

To have a proper understanding of the behaviour of the components in these 
three scenarios, streaming software components were prototyped, ported to run in 
Docker containers, converted into Kubernetes workloads, and evaluated using a set 
of VMs. The complete prototyping evaluation is reported in Sect. 6. In this section, 
we describe a result relevant for the solution investigation effort: the time taken to 
request a new A/V component, from the generation of a request to the moment it is 
up and running in the system, as shown in Table 1.

The measured delays are part of the stream establishment time, as A/V compo-
nents must be requested, configured, and interconnected when forming stream work-
flows. The results show that dedicated VMs are a low instantiation delay option 
(with no containerisation or orchestration overhead). However, unorchestrated con-
tainers impose delays incompatible with the 2 s deadline because of a high over-
head when loading Docker containers (in terms of time to deploy new containers). 
On the other hand, the use of orchestrated containers provided lower instantiation 
times, a result of a technique that uses Kubernetes features to pre-deploy stand-by 
containers. The incompatibility of unorchestrated containers with the requirements 

Table 1  Time taken from the request of a new A/V component to the moment it is loaded and ready to be 
utilised

Component Encoder (ms) Decoder (ms) Tee (ms) Transcoder (ms)

Dedicated VMs 111 110 212 210
Orchestrated containers 1230 1235 1343 1347
Unorchestrated containers 2520 2486 3963 3935
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described in Sect. 3 motivated us to investigate only two architectures, one based on 
dedicated VMs and another that orchestrates containers using Kubernetes.

4.2  A/V Collaboration Architecture Based on Dedicated VM Handling

The architecture, depicted in Fig. 4, uses no containerisation or container orchestra-
tion. It targets the allocation of one platform component per VM, and defines three 
layers.

Iaas is the cloud hosting service. It provides VMs when instructed by VM request 
API calls. VM pool implements VM management algorithms, which receives VM 
requests, keeps a pool of stand-by VMs based on demand prediction techniques, and 
requests new VMs from the IaaS layer when necessary to scale the solution. Finally, 
the component layer implements component allocation algorithms. This layer han-
dles stream requests, deciding which components to allocate and where they must be 
placed, and requesting VMs in the appropriate locations (distributed data centres) 
from the VM pool.

When a VM component is being allocated, the VM pool looks up the template 
that best fits the component’s requirements in terms of CPU and memory. As the 
requirements of components vary with the complexity of its internal features and 
of the streaming data they handle, a set of VM templates must be planned to fit the 
necessary software components and reduce resource wasting (e.g., by hosting small 
components in over-dimensioned VMs).

4.3  A/V Collaboration Architecture Based on Orchestrated Containers

The scenario handled by our architecture is exemplified in Fig. 5. Multiple collabo-
ration sessions are hosted on the platform (a green, a yellow, and a red one). Each 
session requires software components to distribute and process the A/V data (red, 
yellow, and green orbs). These components are allocated on shared resources, VMs 
that are configured as Kubernetes worker nodes, and are located in distributed data 
centres.

The architecture is depicted in Fig.  6. Compared to the solution focused on 
dedicated VMs, one more layer is added: the orchestration layer. It implements a 

Fig. 4  Architecture proposed to allocate platform components without containerisation or container-
orchestration. Three layers are presented, component layer, VM pool and iaas 
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Kubernetes container orchestration solution, which has two main node types: mas-
ter nodes, which control the cluster based on a configuration database (etcd) and 
API calls; and worker nodes, the work units that process workloads. Kubernetes 
workloads are called pods, in our case composed of one Docker container hosting 
A/V streaming components. This layer also implements container allocation algo-
rithms that optimise the placement of containers in the available nodes (bin-packing 
algorithms). New VMs are requested from the VM pool when necessary to deploy 
more Kubernetes worker nodes and scale the solution. Finally, the component layer 

Fig. 5  Scenario handled by the orchestrated containers architecture. Data centres are depicted in blue, 
and multiple concurrent collaboration sessions are supported by A/V components allocated on multiple 
VMs (Kubernetes worker nodes)

Fig. 6  The architecture based on orchestrated containers implements four layers: IaaS, providing VMs; 
a VM pool layer, managing a preemptively populated pool of available VMs; an orchestration layer, 
that implements a Kubernetes container orchestration solution; and a component layer, that decides how 
components will be chained and provisioned to pods to support incoming stream requests
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implements component allocation algorithms, which receives stream requests, 
decides which components to allocate and where they must be placed. Pods are pro-
vided by the orchestration layer in the appropriate locations (distributed data cen-
tres) to host allocation candidate components.

Our pods are composed of one Docker container that encapsulates the A/V com-
ponents depicted in Fig. 2. As shown in Table 1, the loading of Docker containers 
results in excessive overhead when using non-orchestrated containers, jeopardis-
ing platform requirements listed in Sect. 3.1. To counter this behaviour, a pod pre-
deployment feature was designed to be utilised when orchestrating containers. The 
new feature was implemented using the Kubernetes pod replication feature, which 
allows pod pre-loading (i.e., a pod can be loaded and configured to be replicated 
at a predefined number of times, and every time one pod is finished a new one is 
automatically loaded). The replication feature loads these pods beforehand, and 
they remain in stand-by mode waiting to be selected by the component allocation 
algorithm to host new components. When loaded, a pod tailored to host the A/V 
component that needs to be allocated is chosen and receives additional configuration 
and interconnection parameters (e.g., address of the next component to connect to, 
data transmission communication settings, data format). When using the solutions 
based on dedicated VMs, the VM pool manages VMs based on a pre-defined set of 
VM templates. However, VMs are used to host Kubernetes worker nodes instead of 
directly A/V components. Pods are selected to host components. If no pod is avail-
able, the VM pool provides a new VM to host a new Kubernetes worker node, scal-
ing the solution and then re-attempting the allocation. Fewer template variations are 
necessary, and the bin-packing algorithms can increase the component-to-resource 
allocation efficiency by spawning multiple components on the same Kubernetes 
worker node. The algorithms that handle component allocation, and VM and con-
tainer pre-allocation, are described in details in the next section.

5  Intelligent Resource Allocation

Components must be allocated taking into account the requirements detailed in 
Sect. 3, and must implement resource allocation functionalities required by the pro-
posed solution.

5.1  VM Management Algorithms

The EMD research project proposes a 2 s deadline in establishing new streaming 
flows. Considering that the cold start of a new VM can last several minutes  [34], 
VM provisioning must be performed beforehand to support demand in time. The 
algorithms described in this subsection were proposed in previous research [1] and 
implement the preemptive VM provisioning modelled in the VM pool layers. Each 
data centre has one VM pool, a structure designed to manage all available VMs, 
which implement the VM management algorithms. The proposed heuristics keep 
the VM pool populated by preemptively instantiating new VMs based on demand 
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prediction. Therefore, if a VM is requested and it is available, it is immediately 
delivered. Otherwise, the instantiation process of a new VM is started, holding the 
request until the VM is up and running and ready to be delivered.

Three algorithms were proposed: request rate-based algorithm (RATE), 
history-based algorithm (HISTORY), and the combination of both, named 
RATE+HISTORY. RATE detects VM request rate increases per VM template, and 
provides VMs at a higher rate in an attempt to supply future demands. HISTORY 
utilises a different approach: it analyses a time-windowed VM request history, look-
ing back a parametrisable number of days to predict upcoming behaviour.

RATE behaves well for intense VM usage, but not without demand (platform’s 
idle moments). It relies on a parametrisable minimum amount of operational VMs 
kept in standby to respond to initial demands. These resources remain active even 
when no demand is detected, causing an undesirable operation cost raise. HIS-
TORY can deal with preexisting seasonal meeting patterns but shows a predisposi-
tion to bad performance when dealing with single non-recurring requests. There-
fore, the combination of RATE and HISTORY is proposed: RATE+HISTORY. It 
relies on historical data and also responds to sudden increases in demand, requiring 
less stand-by VMs and keeping higher efficiency levels with lower operation costs. 
Therefore, in this article we employ the RATE+HISTORY algorithm for both pro-
posed software solutions, the one that dedicates VMs and the one that orchestrates 
containers (in the latter case, the VMs constitute the resource pool where Kuber-
netes is run on).

5.2  Component‑to‑Resource Provisioning Algorithms

In a budget-aware manner, and based on security policies and project requirements, 
these algorithms decide on which data centre components are allocated, and in 
which order they are interconnected to form stream workflows.

The investigated scenario defines safe and unsafe zones, as shown in Fig.  1. 
Unsafe zones tend to be less protected and prone to higher risk levels than safe 
zones. We define location-aware security policies based on a risk assessment that 
utilises the ISO 27005 standard  [35]. It defines risk as the potential of having a 
threat harming the organisation by exploiting vulnerabilities of assets. Therefore, the 
risk is measured combining the likelihood and the impact of an incident (e.g., the 
costs associated with a likely image or financial loss). Following, we correlate the 
impact with the sensitivity of the information. Sensitivity is classified as confiden-
tial, for confidential data (e.g., new projects, data under non-disclosure agreements, 
data that must be possessed only by authorised people), internal for internal training 
courses, non-critical reports, data that must stay inside the company boundaries, or 
public, for public statements, advertising projects, and other information that can 
be made public. For the threat likelihood, we consider that unsafe zones have fewer 
security controls available, and attempts to compromise the system are expected to 
occur more often (e.g., endpoints placed on the Internet are more prone to viruses, 
external networks are more susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks).
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Two unacceptable risks were identified: unprotected internal information transit-
ing through unsafe zones, while they should transit only internally, and unprotected 
confidential information in transit, while they must always be protected. For these 
cases, the chosen security mitigation technique is encryption, which can be enforced 
by security policies. We mapped this necessity into three proposed policies:

– No encryption, for when no unacceptable risks are detected (for public informa-
tion or internal information transiting through internal networks);

– Partial encryption, encrypting data only when using external links/Internet 
(unsafe zones), a policy that targets internal information in transit externally;

– Total encryption, which is aimed at confidential information, which must always 
be encrypted.

These policies are mapped into component allocation algorithms, which allow per-
forming the policy-based establishment of encrypted/non-encrypted streaming ses-
sions. Two auxiliary functions are defined in support of the proposed component 
allocation algorithms, link() and linkCrypto(). link(C) chains a set of components in 
the order that they are received. For an input C ← {C1,C2,C3} , it will interconnect 
C1 to C2 and C2 to C3 , creating a C1 → C2 → C3 chain. It also introduces transcoders 
when data formats are not compatible. For instance, for an input C ← {C1,C2} , with 
C1 providing data format x and C2 expecting data format y, a transcoder that converts 
x to y is included, producing a C1 → transcoder → C2 chain. Additionally, transcod-
ers’ placement decisions are based on bandwidth consumption. For instance, if a 
data format x requires more bandwidth than the data format y, the transcoder will be 
allocated in the same data centre as C1 ; otherwise, at C2 ’s data centre. This measure 
guarantees that the data format that requires less bandwidth will be adopted when 
sending data between distinct data centres.

The function linkCrypto(C) works similarly to link(C), but it also uses transcod-
ers to enforce encryption. For instance, for an input C ← {C1,C2} it produces a 
C1 → transcoderC1

→ transcoderC2
→ C2 chain. TranscoderC1

 encrypts C1 ’s output, 
and is placed at the same data centre as C1 , while transcoderC2

 decrypts C2 ’s input 
and is allocated at C2 ’s data centre. The transcoder placement also compatibilises 
data formats and manage bandwidth utilisation: if C1 provides a data format x and C2 
expects a different one (e.g., data format y), transcoders are parametrised to realise 
the x → y conversion. One transcoder is chosen to realise the conversion using the 
same bandwidth-aware logic implemented by link(): if x requires more bandwidth 
than y, the transcoderC1

 realises the conversion; otherwise, transcoderC2
.

5.3  Non‑encrypted Component Allocation Algorithm (NI)

NI means “non interrupted” and comes from a design premise: when a new endpoint 
joins the platform, and the content it expects to receive is already being transmitted 
to other endpoints, the current stream flow cannot be interrupted (e.g., by inserting a 
new inline tee that distributes the content in a one-to-many fashion). NI implements 
the non-encryption policy and aims to reduce VM and bandwidth cost by reusing 
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existent streams as close as possible to the sink endpoint. To minimise the streaming 
start delay, it reuses already instantiated components instead of instantiating new 
ones. The NI algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1.

1 Algorithm ni()
2 DCsrc ← data centre of the source endpoint
3 DCsink ← data centre of the sink endpoint
4 S ← stream being allocated
5 if finds one tee T at data center DCsink handling stream S then
6 teesink ← T

7 else
8 if finds a tee T at data center DCsrc handling stream S then
9 teesrc ← T

10 teesink ← new tee at DCsink

11 link(teesrc, teesink)

12 else
13 teesrc ← new tee at DCsrc

14 encoder ← new encoder at source endpoint
15 link(encoder, teesrc)
16 teesink ← new tee at DCsink

17 link(teesrc, teesink)

18 decoder ← new decoder attached to sink endpoint’s compositor
19 link(teesink, decoder)

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the NI algorithm - The algorithm
looks for a tee to connect the decoder to. First choice is a tee placed in the
same data centre as the sink endpoint (line 5), then one placed in the same
data centre as the source endpoint (line 8). If the latter is found, a new tee
is allocated near the sink endpoint (line 10). If no tee handling the stream
is found, then the whole component chain is allocated (lines 13 to 17). In
the end, the encoder is instantiated and connected to the appropriate tee
(lines 18 and 19). No encryption is enforced.

Initially, it searches along the stream for tees to connect a new decoder to. The 
first choice is a compatible tee in the data centre near the sink (line 5), where the 
decoder is placed. The second choice is a tee in the data centre near the source (line 
8), where the encoder is set. If no tee is found, then the content is not being streamed 
yet, and all required components are provisioned and started (lines 13 to 17). Each 
involved data centre must contain one tee associated with the allocated stream, a 
measure that guarantees the absence of interruptions and provides more allocation 
flexibility.

5.4  NI‑PE

The NI-PE algorithm implements the partial encryption policy, and is listed in 
Algorithm 2. Compared with NI, the difference is the encryption utilised when the 
transmitted data flows over unsafe zones (e.g., among distinct data centres, intercon-
nected via the Internet). linkCrypto() enforces encryption when linking tees placed 
in distinct data centres (line 11) and when encoders/decoders are located in unsafe 
zones (lines 21 and 27).
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1 Algorithm niPe()
2 DCsrc ← data centre of the source endpoint
3 DCsink ← data centre of the sink endpoint
4 S ← stream being allocated
5 if finds one tee T at data center DCsink handling stream S then
6 teesink ← T

7 else
8 if finds a tee T at data center DCsrc handling stream S then
9 teesrc ← T

10 teesink ← new tee at DCsink

11 linkCrypto(teesrc, teesink)

12 else
13 teesrc ← new tee at DCsrc

14 if source endpoint is in a safe zone then
15 encoder ← new encoder at source endpoint
16 link(encoder, teesrc)

17 else
18 encoder ← new encrypted encoder at source endpoint
19 linkCrypto(encoder, teesrc)

20 teesink ← new tee at DCsink

21 linkCrypto(teesrc, teesink)

22 if sink endpoint is in a safe zone then
23 decoder ← new decoder attached to sink endpoint’s compositor
24 link(teesink, decoder)

25 else
26 decoder ← new encrypted decoder attached to sink endpoint’s compositor
27 linkCrypto(teesink, decoder)

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for the NI-PE algorithm - Like the NI
algorithm, the algorithm looks for a tee close to the sink and source end-
points (lines 5 and 8), and if found near the source endpoint a new tee
is allocated and linked closely to the sink endpoint (lines 9 and 10). If no
tee handling the stream is found, then the whole component chain is allo-
cated (lines 13 to 21). The main difference is the location-aware encryption
policy enforcement when inter-data centre communication is detected, rep-
resented by the function linkCrypto(). link() is still used when the trans-
mission flows through a safe zone, through tests performed on line 14 and
22. Therefore, encryption is partially enforced.

5.5  Fully Encrypted Component Allocation Algorithm (NI‑FE)

Also similar to NI, NI-FE is the last proposed component allocation algorithm 
(listed in Algorithm 3). It implements the full encryption policy, meaning that all 
data streams are encrypted. Therefore, all encoders and decoders are encrypted 
(lines 14 and 18), and the usage of linkCrypto() when linking components ensures 
the encryption enforcement for all use cases (lines 11, 15, 17 and 19). 
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1 Algorithm niFe()
2 DCsrc ← data centre of the source endpoint
3 DCsink ← data centre of the sink endpoint
4 S ← stream being allocated
5 if finds one tee T at data center DCsink handling stream S then
6 teesink ← T

7 else
8 if finds a tee T at data center DCsrc handling stream S then
9 teesrc ← T

10 teesink ← new tee at DCsink

11 linkCrypto(teesrc, teesink)

12 else
13 teesrc ← new tee at DCsrc

14 encoder ← new encrypted encoder at source endpoint
15 linkCrypto(encoder, teesrc)
16 teesink ← new tee at DCsink

17 linkCrypto(teesrc, teesink)

18 decoder ← new encrypted decoder attached to sink endpoint’s compositor
19 linkCrypto(teesink, decoder)

Algorithm 3: Pseudocode for the NI-FE algorithm - Differing from
NI-PE, no tests are performed to differentiate safe and unsafe zones, as all
traffic is encrypted. Therefore, similar logic to NI is utilised but replacing
link() calls with linkCrypto() (lines 11, 15, 17 and 19) to guarantee that
all flows are properly protected.

5.6  Container Placement Algorithms

The last proposed heuristics are the container placement algorithms. They are imple-
mented by the orchestration layer presented in Sect. 4 and organise how pods are dis-
tributed in the orchestrated nodes to increase VM resource utilisation efficiency and 
reduce costs. Therefore, the container placement algorithms are complementary algo-
rithms implemented when orchestrating containers.

5.6.1  Best‑Fit‑Based Algorithm (BFIT)

BFIT, listed in Algorithm  4, implements a well known bin-packing heuristic, best-
fit [25], and makes allocation decisions based on CPU utilisation. It receives a list of 
components to allocate and efficiently distribute them to a set of Kubernetes nodes 
(lines 10 and 11). If no suitable node is found, a new one is requested and prepared 
(lines 14 to 17). Once a node is chosen, one of its pods is selected (lines 12 and 18) and 
inserted in a response list to be returned by the algorithm (lines 13 and 19). The best-fit 
logic is implemented between lines 6 and 11, which separate utilised and non-utilised 
nodes, sort them by the level of utilisation, and chooses the one that better fits the allo-
cation candidate component. 
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1 Algorithm bfit(input)
2 input ← list of components to allocate
3 podcount ← parametrisable amount of pods to pre-allocate
4 response ← empty pod set
5 for each component c ∈ input do
6 used ← subset of kubernetes nodes currently in use
7 empty ← subset of non-utilised kubernetes nodes
8 sort N by unallocated CPU
9 pod ← null

10 for each node n ∈ {used ∪ empty} do
11 if c fits in n then
12 pod ← reserve pod from n
13 response = response ∪ {(c, pod)}

14 if pod = null then
15 request and wait for a new VM v
16 add v as a new Kubernetes node n
17 pre-allocate podcount pods in n
18 pod ← reserve pod from n
19 response = response ∪ {(c, pod)}

20 return response

Algorithm 4: Pseudocode for the BFIT algorithm - The workload,
a list of components, is received as input. Then, the available Kubernetes
nodes are split between in use or empty (hosting no applications), and
sorted according to the level of utilisation, implementing the traditional
best-fit logic (lines 6, 7 and 9). In the proper order, the algorithm tries to
fit the workload in the sorted list of nodes (lines 10 and 11). If no suitable
node is found, a new one is requested and prepared (lines 14 to 17). Once
a node is chosen, one of its pods is selected (lines 12 and 18) and inserted
in a response list to be returned by the algorithm (lines 13 and 19).

5.6.2  Randomised Algorithm (RAND)

RAND, listed in Algorithm  5, goes over a randomised list of nodes and chooses 
the first one that fits the component under allocation. For each component, a pod 
from the selected node is inserted in a list, which is returned by the algorithm after 
allocating all components. New VMs are requested if no suitable node is found, pre-
paring new Kubernetes nodes and re-trying the allocation until all components are 
in place. The difference from BFIT resides in the node organisation method (lines 6 
and 7): instead of sorting nodes by non-utilised resources, the list is randomised, and 
the algorithm selects the first that suits the allocation-candidate component. This 
more naive approach is utilised for comparison purposes.
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1 Algorithm rand(input)
2 input ← list of components to allocate
3 podcount ← parametrisable amount of pods to pre-allocate
4 response ← empty pod set
5 for each component c ∈ input do
6 nodes ← kubernetes node list
7 randomise nodes by unallocated CPU
8 pod ← null
9 for each node n ∈ nodes do

10 if c fits in n then
11 pod ← reserve pod from n
12 response = response ∪ {(c, pod)}

13 if pod = null then
14 request and wait for a new VM v
15 add v as a new kubernetes node n
16 pre-allocate podcount pods in n
17 pod ← reserve pod from n
18 response = response ∪ {(c, pod)}

19 return response

Algorithm 5: Pseudocode for the RAND algorithm - Similarly to
BFIT, the workload, a list of components, is received as input. The main
difference is that the best-fit logic is not implemented: instead of sorting
nodes by utilisation, they are randomly organised (line 7). After this, the
logic is the same: the algorithm tries to fit the workload in the randomised
list of nodes (lines 9 and 10). If no suitable node is found, a new one is
requested and prepared (lines 13 to 16), and once a node is chosen, one of
its pods is selected and inserted in a response list to be returned by the
algorithm (lines 12 and 18).

6  Components Prototype Evaluation

In this article, we propose software solutions for an A/V collaboration platform, 
which hosts software components in dedicated VMs or in orchestrated Kubernetes 
pods. This section describes A/V component prototyping results that fed our simula-
tion framework.

6.1  Virtual Wall Testbed

The Virtual Wall  [36] testbed was used to evaluate the prototyped components. 
The testbed is composed of hundreds of nodes interconnected via gigabit ethernet 
switches. VMs and dedicated servers can be dynamically deployed and automati-
cally installed, and multiple network topologies can be created among the nodes. 
The Virtual Wall integrates with the North American GENI [37] and the European 
Fed4Fire+ [4] initiatives to offer larger distributed topologies.
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6.2  Video Properties

As detailed in Sect.  3.3, platform components process A/V data flows encoded 
using distinct standards (e.g., codec, resolution), providing functionalities such as 
transcoding, encoding, decoding, one-to-many stream distribution and video-in-
video stream composition. For evaluation purposes, we limited the supported reso-
lutions to 256 × 144, 640 × 360, 1280 × 720, and 1920 × 1080. Non encrypted 
streams are encoded/decoded using the H.264 AVC codec, or kept unmodified 
(raw), and transported by RTP. Encrypted streams use the DTLS-SRTP standard 
(AES with 128-bit keys and 80-bit HMAC-SHA-1 authentication) instead of RTP.

6.3  Prototyped Components

Encoders are parameterised in terms of resolution and frames per second to read raw 
A/V files and encode/encapsulate/encrypt the data and send it to the next compo-
nent in the stream workflow. The decoder performs the opposite operation, remov-
ing encapsulation and encryption, decoding data and providing displayable raw A/V 
data to a sink, e.g., a screen, a compositor.

Transcoders receive and provide any combination of non-raw video formats 
(encrypted or not-encrypted), and have a data scaler at the component’s core (e.g., it 
can receive 1920 × 1080 RTP and provide a 640 × 480 DTLS-SRTP transformed out-
put). The last of the prototyped components, tees are designed to handle non-encrypted 
streams. They receive one input stream and replicate it to multiple outputs that keeps 
codec and resolution unchanged. Tees do not implement encryption functions to reduce 
the possible variations of this component (as multiple inputs and outputs would generate 
an extensive set of customised versions). Transcoders are attached to their inputs/outputs 
to perform format conversion and encryption operations and counter this limitation.

In preparation for the proposed Kubernetes-based orchestration architecture, 
components must be containerised and modelled as Kubernetes pods. Utilising 
Docker, the standard containerisation technology utilised by Kubernetes, compo-
nents were ported to a minimalist container image, and this image was utilised to 
compose Kubernetes replicable pods. A new component feature was included to 
make pod’s pre-deployment feasible: when loaded, new pod replicas automatically 
run the component container and the component binary, which remain standby wait-
ing for additional parameters. These parameters are sent when the pod is selected to 
be used. Component source code and the data set obtained during the experiments 
described in this section are publicly available [38].

6.4  Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation took place using a set of VMs hosted by the Virtual Wall testbed: three 
VMs prepared to host components, and an extra fourth one prepared to send orchestra-
tion commands and collect statistics. Each VM allocated to these experiments consisted 
of an Intel Xeon CPU with 2.4 GHz (6 cores) running Ubuntu 16.06 with 16 GB of 
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RAM and at least 50 GB of storage. When evaluating the solution based on dedicated 
VMs to host components, no containerisation or container orchestration was utilised. 
For the evaluation of unorchestrated containers, a Docker container system was installed 
on the VMs. Finally, the orchestration of containers analysis introduced a Kubernetes 
platform: three VMs were configured as Kubernetes worker nodes and the fourth as the 
Kubernetes master node (which controls the cluster and the container orchestration).

As workload, the video sample Big Buck Bunny  [39] was employed to evalu-
ate the prototyped software components, an open movie project licensed under the 
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license  [40]. To cover the necessity of several 
distinct data formats flowing through the software components, the sample was con-
verted to multiple distinct resolutions in raw format: 144 P, 360 P, 720 P and 1080 
p. This conversion was done using the avconv solution (Libav library [41]). Com-
ponents’ resource usage were measured during the evaluation rounds by utilising 
Python scripts [42] that orchestrate component execution, checkpoints inserted into 
components’ code to measure processing and component instantiation delay, and 
the top command for CPU and memory usage (a Linux command-line tool part of 
procps, the/proc file system utilities  [43]). Memory usage was focused on compo-
nents’ processes for Dedicated VMs and Docker processes when using containers.

Fig. 7  Message diagrams detailing the evaluation steps for each kind of component: diagram A details 
the methodology for encoder and decoders, while diagram B does the same for transcoders and tees
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The diagrams shown in Fig. 7 depict how the components were instantiated and 
measured. Diagram A depicts the evaluation methodology for encoders and decod-
ers. For all available video formats, encoder and decoder requests are sent and the 
instantiation time measurement is immediately started. When the playing status is 
returned, local monitors start statistics measurements. After 10 s of playback time, 
components and monitors are stopped and the results data set is compiled. Diagram 
B shows a similar methodology, utilised to measure transcoders and tees. Transcoder 
evaluation is repeated for all video format combinations, since they convert stream 
data from one data format to another, while tees evaluation is repeated for all non-
encrypted video formats (as tees process only non-encrypted A/V data). In diagram 
B, encoders and decoders are used to support the evaluation, but only tees and 
transcoders statistics are collected. Python [42] controlled all evaluation steps for a 
total of 50 evaluation rounds, resulting in the data set presented next.

One concern of the solution based on orchestrated containers is the overhead of 
the Kubernetes platform on the VMs, as Kubernetes components run on each node 
and pods are kept standby to be chosen and allocated. Our test has shown that this 
usage is minimal and does not impact the evaluation efforts proposed in this arti-
cle (comprising less than 1% of the host’s total CPU utilisation, a value measured 
while experimenting distinct workloads combinations). The platform also requires 
Kubernetes’ management components running on separate hosts (the additional 
master node). We make an assumption that this will be required even if not using 
Kubernetes. As such, we do not include this back-end cost as an evaluation result 
and focus exclusively on the resources used by the hosted components.

6.5  Component Performance Evaluation Dataset

The presented results comprise components resource usage statistics, such as mem-
ory, CPU, bandwidth, and processing delay. Table 2 presents the first data entry, the 
bandwidth measured in the encoder output for each of the video formats that can 
be used between the components. The results are presented by scenario (dedicated 
VMs, unorchestrated containers, and orchestrated containers), and for encrypted and 
non-encrypted components.

Table 2  Bandwidth average 
usage per A/V setup

A/V setup Encryption Average (Mbit/s)

256 × 144 H264 AVC None 0.6713
256 × 144 H264 AVC DTLS-SRTP 1.2798
640 × 360 H264 AVC None 2.8268
640 × 360 H264 AVC DTLS-SRTP 3.3621
1280 × 720 H264 AVC None 9.9559
1280 × 720 H264 AVC DTLS-SRTP 10.4003
1920 × 1080 H264 AVC None 18.2087
1920 × 1080 H264 AVC DTLS-SRTP 18.3463
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Memory usage statistics are depicted in Fig. 8. While most components present 
low memory consumption, the decoders have high memory needs. To make the 
automated experiments feasible, we utilised encoder with a dummy sink feature (i.e., 
a sink device that processes the received raw data but discards it), and we relate this 
high memory usage to the sink management done by GStreamer [44]-based decod-
ers, the library utilised to build the A/V components.
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The measured CPU usage is depicted in Fig. 9. The presented values represent 
the usage of one CPU core (the VMs utilised in these experiments have 6 cores, 
providing 600% CPU power in total). The results show no CPU overhead due to 
containerisation or orchestration.

The next result shown in Fig. 10, is the processing time (time taken by an A/V 
frame from the component input to its output). Values stay stable among dedicated 
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Fig. 10  Processing delay (ms) imposed by components for encrypted and unencrypted A/V streaming
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VMs, unorchestrated containers and orchestrated containers, with no containerisa-
tion or orchestration overhead.

The first result that shows significant containerisation overhead is the compo-
nent request time, shown in Fig. 11. It represents the time spent from the component 
request to the moment it is loaded and ready to be used (but not processing A/V 
data yet). As expected, dedicated VMs present low values, as it utilises no contain-
erisation or orchestration. Unorchestrated containers require a Docker container for 
each instantiated component, a containerisation overhead visible in Fig. 11. Finally, 
orchestrated containers present no significant containerisation overhead in terms of 
request delay due to the pre-allocation of pods. However, an orchestration overhead 
shows up: the request handling performed by the Kubernetes platform takes around 
1 s to reserve a pre-allocated pod.

The next data entry is the component initialisation delay: time taken from the 
moment the component is ready to be used to when it starts to stream A/V content 
(i.e., acquires a “playing” status). This is shown in Fig. 12. Orchestrated containers 
present slightly higher values than dedicated VMs, while the utilisation of unorches-
trated containers shows higher measurements then dedicated VMs. We relate these 
higher values to the fact that unorchestrated containers load containers on demand, 
instead of pre-loading them as done by orchestrated containers (which load contain-
ers beforehand when pre-allocating pods).

As detailed in Sect. 3, new stream sessions should be established in up to 2 s. 
Therefore, component request and initialisation times must be kept in check (e.g., if 
a component takes longer than 2 s to be load, it will not comply with the deadline 
and will jeopardise the user experience). Unorchestrated containers presented non-
acceptable delays in Figs. 10 and 12, and this drove our design decision of proposing 
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only two software solutions (previously presented in Sect.  4): one based on dedi-
cated VMs and the other on container orchestration. These solutions along with the 
proposed resource allocation heuristics are evaluated in the next section, utilising 
the performance evaluation data set presented in this section as input for large-scale 
collaboration simulations.

7  Discussion of Large‑Scale Simulation Evaluations

We investigate a scenario with multiple instructors and instruction attendees stream-
ing training material and attendees’ feedback (i.e., two-way collaboration). The pre-
sented results show the efficiency of the proposed heuristics and software solutions 
in this scenario.

7.1  Evaluated Algorithm Combinations

One type of VM allocation algorithm is utilised for all simulations described in 
this section: RATE+HISTORY. The component allocation and container allocation 
algorithms listed in Sect.  5 complement each other when orchestrating containers 
i.e., besides deciding the allocation of the components, the solution that orchestrates 
containers needs the container allocation algorithms to organise pods among all 
worker nodes efficiently. However, the proposed solution based on dedicated VMs 
does not use containerisation and does not implement container allocation algo-
rithms. Therefore, component allocation algorithms and container allocation algo-
rithms are combined depending on the features to be simulated. For instance, when 
orchestrating containers, NI-PE-BFIT represents the combination of the NI-PE com-
ponent allocation algorithm with the BFIT container allocation algorithm. On the 
other hand, NI-FE-NS, utilised when dedicating VMs, utilises the component allo-
cation algorithm NI-FE, but with no container allocation algorithm combined. All 
simulated algorithm combinations are listed in Table 3.

Table 3  Algorithm combinations

Software solution Algorithm combination Component 
allocation

Container 
allocation

Based on orchestrated containers NI-FE-BFIT NI-FE BFIT
NI-FE-RAND NI-FE RAND
NI-HE-BFIT NI-PE BFIT
NI-HE-RAND NI-PE RAND
NI-BFIT NI BFIT
NI-RAND NI RAND

Based on dedicated VMs NI-FE-NS NI-FE –
NI-HE-NS NI-PE –
NI-NS NI –
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7.2  Simulation Setup

A collaboration scenario generation tool was previously developed taking into 
account industrial partners’ feedback  [1]. We extended it to accept encryption 
parameters, and seeded it with the prototype evaluation results presented in Sect. 6. 
Component types and streaming formats are listed in Sect.  6.2 and depicted on 
Fig. 2, respectively. The usage pattern consists of a one training instructor and up to 
100 dynamically distributed attendees i.e., local endpoints (located at the instructor’s 
location), remote endpoints (located at remote instruction rooms), mobile endpoints 
and home endpoints. All endpoints can receive and provide content simultaneously.

Amazon EC2 templates  [45] and cost model were used for component hosting 
and cost calculation. The VM templates and costs configured in the simulator are 
listed in Table 4. One vCPU indicates one CPU core, with a minimum guaranteed 
performance based on a CPU credit system  [46], called vCPU baseline. Higher 
bursts are possible but not guaranteed, and we consider this baseline as the VM 
capacity to meet near real-time demands and avoid quality of experience losses.

Table  4 also shows an estimation of guaranteed cores (e.g., t2.2xlarge has 8 
vCPUs and 17% as vCPU baseline, resulting in 1.36 guaranteed vCPUs available). 
To make the Amazon, Virtual Wall and Cloudsim in line with each other, we con-
sider that one vCPU core provides a fixed total of 1000 Millions Instructions per 
Second (MIPS), the processing unit used by the CloudSim simulator. Consequently, 
t2.2xlarge provides 1360 MIPS. For instance, a component that used 50% of one 
VirtualWall core during the prototype evaluations detailed in Sect. 6, requires 500 
MIPS from CloudSim, fitting in the t2.large template.

As explained when proposing software solutions (Sect.  4), the one based on 
dedicated VMs runs one component per VM and depends on multiple distinct VM 
templates. Therefore, all templates listed in Table 4 were used when simulating this 
solution. The second solution, based on orchestrated containers, runs multiple com-
ponents per VM, which hosts Kubernetes worker nodes, and reduces costs. Conse-
quently, only one VM template is utilised when orchestrating containers: t2.2xlarge.

An Ubuntu 14.04 VM, with 24 GB of RAM and 8 virtual Intel Xeon E5-2630 
CPU cores (2.3 GHz), hosted the simulator framework. The metrics to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed heuristics are detailed next.

Table 4  Amazon EC2 templates used as baseline to simulate and calculate costs

Template vCPUs vCPU base-
line (%)

RAM (GiB) Cost per month ($) Guaranteed 
vCPUs

MIPS

t2.nano 1 5 0.5 4.91 0.05 50
t2.micro 1 10 1 9.81 0.1 100
t2.small 1 20 2 19.62 0.2 200
t2.medium 2 20 4 39.24 0.4 400
t2.large 2 30 8 78.48 0.6 600
t2.xlarge 4 23 16 156.95 1.0 900
t2.2xlarge 8 17 38 313.89 1.36 1360
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7.3  Evaluation Metrics

Total VM cost ($): this metric summarises the costs of all VMs utilised during the 
simulation. For a simulated scenario composed of D data centres, with Vd the full 
set of VMs running in a data centre d, Cd,v the cost of a VM v when running in a 
data centre d, and with Sv and Ev giving the time of boot and shutdown of a VM v, 
respectively, the result is given by Eq. 1.

Total VM cost per user ($): this metric summarises the VM costs per user, and better 
represents the operational costs of the proposed solutions under varied user demand. 
For instance, when simulating 50 users, the measured value will be Total VM cost 
($)/50.

Stream placement delay (s): the time spent to start a stream, from compo-
nent deployment to the first transmission of data. This delay is composed of two 
parts: processing delay (the time spent by components to output the data after it 
is received as input) and setup delay (time that is taken to initialise a component 
after it is requested). A stream workflow composed of four components (encoder, 
transcoder, tee, and decoder) is used to exemplify the placement delay in Fig. 13.

Components are loaded individually, with loading time defined as the sum of 
request time, resource allocation time (heuristics decisions) and component setup 
time (time to load and configure the component). As components are loaded in 
parallel (i.e. no cumulative sequential setup times) the loading time considered is 
the longest among all chained components. On the other hand, the processing time 
is cumulative: after the setup, components establish interconnections and DTLS 
handshakes and start data transmissions, which must be taken into account is the 
longest loading time of all chained components. The information passes through 
the chained components one by one, with each of them sequentially imposing an 
internal processing delay. Consequently, the placement delay ( Dplacement ) is the 
sum of the processing delay ( Dprocessing ) and the setup delay ( Dsetup ). For a chain 
composed of n interconnected components, from c1 to cn , with the network delay 
between two components a and b defined as nda,b , the component request time 
of component c defined as rtc , the resource allocation time defined as rac , the 

(1)
D∑

d=1

Vd∑

v=1

(Cd,v × (Ev − Sv))

Resource alloca�on Resource alloca�on Resource alloca�on Resource alloca�on

Request �me Request �me Request �me Request �me

Encoder Transcoder Tee Decoder

Component setup
Component setup

Component setup
Component setup

Processing
Delay

Setup
Delay

Placement
Delay

Chained 
components

Delay (ms)

Fig. 13  Example of the delay imposed when provisioning chained streaming components, composed of 
the delay to set them up and processing delays
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component setup time defined as stc , and the component processing delay defined 
as pdc , Dplacement is given by Eq. 2.

Successful join rate (%): a collaboration meeting join deadline critical to maintain-
ing a good user experience [1]. Therefore, for a set S of streams, a deadline of d sec-
onds, and Rs and Ss representing the request and the start time moments of a stream 
s, the adherence rate to the deadline is provided by Eq. 3.

Algorithm runtime (ms): once a stream is requested, the resource placement algo-
rithms must make decisions as fast as possible to avoid negatively impacting the 
successful join rate. This metric indicates the performance of the algorithm with 
regards to rapid decision making. Algorithms were profiled to extract runtime 
performance.

VM pool availability: as described when proposing architectures, a pool of VMs 
is preemptively populated to allocate component chains rapidly. This metric evalu-
ates the amount of VMs kept in the pool.

7.4  Simulation Results

The present results are based on the algorithm combinations listed in Table 3. Fig-
ure 14 depicts the simulated behaviour, and the consumed bandwidth: (a) represents 
the rate of streams generated by endpoints joining and leaving the collaboration 

(2)

Dplacement = Dprocessing + Dsetup

Dplacement = pdc1 +

n∑

i=2

(pdci + ndci−1,ci ) + max
i∈(1..n)

(rtci + raci + stci )

(3)1

|S|

S∑

s=1

{
1, if (Ss − Rs) ≤ d

0, if (Ss − Rs) > d
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sessions; and (b) the network traffic measured in the upstream of the instructor, point 
that concentrates the higher rates in the simulated topology. The session behaves as 
expected, with two training sessions per week for four weeks. The measured traffic 
differentiates higher rates for encrypted from lower rates for non-encrypted streams 
(encrypted formats utilise more bandwidth, as mentioned in Table 2).

The encryption performed by transcoders protects the data, but also requires more 
resources. Figure 15 shows the number of components instantiated in support of the 
placed collaboration streams. Transcoder component count is shown in Fig. 15a. The 
number of transcoders varied based on encryption policies, as explained in Sect. 5. 
As the enforcement of encryption does not affect the deployment of the other com-
ponents (encoders, decoders, tees and compositors), they are utilised in the same 
quantity for all algorithms, as shown in Fig. 15b.

The time to join a collaboration session is depicted in Fig. 16a. This result is related 
to the component’s delays mentioned in Sect. 6.5. The algorithms based on dedicated 
VMs (NI-NS, NI-FE-NS and NI-PE-NS) do not present container orchestration over-
heads, resulting in lower placement delays, and consequently lower times to join a 
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collaboration session. NI-NS and NI-PE result in even lower values, as no encrypted 
decoders are utilised. NI-FE-RAND, NI-FE-BFIT, NI-FE-RAND, NI-PE-BFIT, NI-
PE-RAND, NI-RAND, and NI-BFIT are utilised when orchestrating containers, with 
an overhead that increases the measured placement delays, and that consequently 
raises the time to join a collaboration session. NI-FE-RAND and NI-FE-BFIT present 
values slightly over the 2 s deadline enforced by the EMD research project, pointing to 
a relaxation of this parametrisable requirement as a trade-off towards more flexibility 
and lower costs. An important component of the placement delay, and consequently of 
the time to join a collaboration session, is the algorithm runtime (shown in Fig. 16b). 
The values grow linearly under acceptable performance for 100 users.

Figure  17 depicts the CPU allocation efficiency of the platform (percentage of 
utilised/non-utilised VM CPU). RAND algorithms allocate components poorly into 
VMs, requiring more VMs and is, therefore, less efficient. The other algorithms 
present efficiency between 50% and 80%, with better results for the BFIT in com-
parison with the solutions that dedicate VMs. Although with similar VM utilisation 
efficiency levels, the approach that utilises dedicated VMs requires more VMs (i.e., 
due to the utilisation of more VM template variations). The quantities of VMs kept 
in the VM pools are shown next.

Costs are proportional to VM templates’ sizes and to the amount of instantiated 
VMs, as larger templates are proportionally cheaper than smaller ones. The VM 
management algorithms preemptively populate pools of VMs to host components 
or Kubernetes worker nodes, and these pools are shown in Fig.  18. As expected, 
NI-NS, NI-PE-NS and NI-FE-NS, algorithm combinations focused on dedicated 
VMs, require a larger set of VM templates, and consequently more pre-loaded VMs. 
The algorithm variations based on the orchestration of containers require less VM 
templates, and therefore less available VMs. Among them, BFIT variations perform 
better and require the lower volume of pre-initialised VMs.

Figures 19 and 20 depicts the total costs of VMs and the cost of VMs per plat-
form user, metrics listed in Sect. 7.3 (considering the whole simulation period, one 
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month of collaboration sessions). For 10 concurrent users, and among the algorithm 
variations that orchestrates containers, BFIT-based variations keep less VMs in the 
VM pools and lowers operational costs ($200, $20/user). The lower efficiency when 
distributing components among Kubernetes nodes by utilising RAND variations 
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require more VMs and increases the average costs and the operational costs for the 
same 10 concurrent users ($550, $55/user). For the same number of users, the uti-
lisation of dedicated VMs requires a larger set of VM templates, which imposes an 
operational cost increase ($950, $95/user). When simulating 100 users, BFIT still 
results in lower costs, evolving non-linearly.

It is also evident in the graphs the connection between the level of encryption, 
the number of transcoders and the costs. For instance, the BFIT-based algorithm 
combination NI-FE-BFIT utilises more transcoders to enforce encryption, resulting 
in higher costs than NI-PE-BFIT, which uses fewer transcoders. The same is valid 
when comparing NI-PE-BFIT and NI-BFIT: the latter does not enforce encryption, 
utilises fewer transcoders, and therefore imposes lower costs. For RAND and NS-
based variations, the conclusion is the same: due to higher utilisation of transcoders 
when enforcing encryption, costs increase in this order: NI-FE and NI-FE variations, 
that encrypt all transmissions, NI-PE variations, that encrypt part of the streams, and 
NI variations, which encrypt no streams.

8  Conclusion and Future Work

This article proposes cloud provisioning algorithms and software solutions tuned for 
encryption-enabled professional collaborative media applications. A large-scale col-
laboration scenario was modelled and evaluated utilising a CloudSim-based simula-
tion framework extended to support the proposed software solutions. As no resource 
usage statistics were available for the streaming components, these were prototyped 
and evaluated in support of solutions investigations and larger-scale evaluation by 
simulation.

The prototyping evaluation investigated three distinct scenarios, one utilis-
ing dedicated VMs to host A/V streaming components (without containerisation), 
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another based on unorchestrated containers, and the last one that orchestrates con-
tainers utilising a Kubernetes-based solution. The results showed high component 
initialisation delays for unorchestrated containers, making this solution unfeasible. 
Therefore, only dedicated VMs and orchestrated containers were incorporated in the 
proposed solutions, which were simulated for large-scale collaboration sessions.

The simulation results showed that the algorithms, when utilising the proposed 
solution that dedicates VMs, support policy-based encryption decisions while keep-
ing project requirements in check. However, w.r.t. cost reduction, the orchestration 
of containers (which implements best-fit-based complementary algorithms) supports 
policy-based encryption decisions with lower costs, but slightly increasing the time 
to join a session to 2.5 s.

Although the workload and prototyping evaluation provided a useful and real-
istic set of component resource usage data, these results can be improved. Stress-
ing the hosts with more components and different workloads and levels of demand 
can extend the results to more accurate statistics. Additionally, this paper takes into 
account only one QoE parameter, the time taken for an endpoint that wishes to join 
a collaboration session. More detailed QoE assessments are necessary to ensure the 
user experience quality beyond the joining time. These are not in the scope of this 
article but are potential future work avenues. Bin-packing algorithm’s efficiency is 
also a challenge to be tackled in future research: we compare BFIT with RAND to 
obtain heuristics that achieve project goals, but the implementation of more sophisti-
cated approaches can optimise resource usage and cloud resource costs.

Reliability is an essential additional project requirement and algorithms that pro-
vide reliability to encrypted collaborative streams supported by orchestrated con-
tainer-based cloud resources a topic to be investigated. Additionally, the evaluation 
of serverless solutions and cost models can provide a cheaper solution than stand-
by pods. Finally, the platform proposed by the EMD project aimed to be resilient. 
Therefore, a solution that tolerates data centre or node failures by providing active 
and alternative streaming paths will be investigated.
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